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Continuing Russian operations along their new main effort in eastern Ukraine made 
little progress on April 2, and Russian forces likely require some time to redeploy and 
integrate reinforcements from other axes. Ukrainian forces repelled likely large-scale Russian 
assaults in Donbas on April 2 and inflicted heavy casualties. Russian forces continued to capture 
territory in central Mariupol and will likely capture the city in the coming days. Russian units around 
Kyiv and in northeastern Ukraine continued to successfully withdraw into Belarus and Russia, and 
heavy mining in previously Russian-occupied areas is forcing Ukrainian forces to conduct slow clearing 
operations.  
 
However, the Russian units withdrawn from northeastern Ukraine for redeployment to eastern Ukraine 
are heavily damaged. Russian forces likely require an extensive operational pause to refit existing units 
in Donbas, refit and redeploy reinforcements from other axes, and integrate these forces—pulled from 
several military districts that have not yet operated on a single axis—into a cohesive fighting force. We 
have observed no indicators of Russian plans to carry out such a pause, and Russian forces will likely 
fail to break through Ukrainian defenses if they continue to steadily funnel already damaged units into 
fighting in eastern Ukraine.  
 
Key Takeaways 

• Russian forces continued to capture territory in central Mariupol on April 2 and 
will likely capture the city within days. 

• Ukrainian forces repelled several possibly large-scale Russian assaults in Donbas, 
claiming to destroy almost 70 Russian vehicles.  

• Russian forces will likely require a lengthy operational pause to integrate 
reinforcements into existing force structures in eastern Ukraine and enable 
successful operations but appear unlikely to do so and will continue to bleed their 
forces in ineffective daily attacks.  

• Russian forces in Izyum conducted an operational pause after successfully 
capturing the city on April 1 and will likely resume offensive operations to link up 
with Russian forces in Donbas in the coming days.  

• Russia continued to withdraw forces from the Kyiv axis into Belarus and Russia. 
Ukrainian forces primarily conducted operations to sweep and clear previously 
Russian-occupied territory.  

• Ukrainian forces likely repelled limited Russian attacks in Kherson Oblast. 

• The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Ukrainian forces have rendered two-
thirds of the 75 Russian Battalion Tactical Groups it assesses have fought in 
Ukraine either temporarily or permanently combat ineffective.  
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The Ukrainian General Staff reported on April 2 that out of the 75 Russian Battalion Tactical Groups 
(BTGs) it assesses have participated in operations in Ukraine, 16 BTGs have been “completely 
destroyed” and 34 more are currently combat ineffective and recovering.1 ISW cannot independently 
confirm these numbers, but Russian forces will be unlikely to be able to resume major operations if 
two-thirds of the BTGs committed to fighting to date have been rendered temporarily or permanently 
combat ineffective.  
 
The Ukrainian General Staff stated on April 2 that Belarusian forces are increasing the pace of ongoing 
training, but that Ukraine does not observe any indicators of preparations for a Belarusian offensive.2 
Belarusian social media users observed Belarusian air defenses redeploying towards Luninets and 
Slutsk (in central Belarus) on April 2, but no Belarusian forces were observed moving near the 
Ukrainian border.3 ISW assesses Belarusian President Lukashenko will continue to resist Russian 
efforts to involve Belarus in the war in Ukraine.  
 
We do not report in detail on the deliberate Russian targeting of civilian infrastructure 
and attacks on unarmed civilians, which are war crimes, because those activities are 
well-covered in Western media and do not directly affect the military operations we are 
assessing and forecasting. We will continue to evaluate and report on the effects of 
these criminal activities on the Ukrainian military and population and specifically on 
combat in Ukrainian urban areas. We utterly condemn these Russian violations of the 
laws of armed conflict, Geneva Conventions, and humanity even though we do not 
describe them in these reports. 
 
ISW has updated its assessment of the four primary efforts Russian forces are engaged 
in at this time: 

• Main effort—Eastern Ukraine (comprised of two subordinate supporting efforts); 

• Supporting effort 1—Kharkiv and Izyum; 

• Supporting effort 2—Kyiv and northeastern Ukraine; and 

• Supporting effort 3—Southern axis. 
 
Main effort—Eastern Ukraine 
 
Subordinate main effort – Mariupol (Russian objective: Capturing Mariupol and 
reducing Ukrainian defenders) 
 
Russian forces continued to capture territory in central Mariupol on April 2 and will likely capture the 
city within days.4 ISW geolocated a video released by Russian forces inside the Ukrainian SBU 
headquarters in central Mariupol on April 2.5 Russian forces have likely bisected or trisected Ukrainian 
defenders in the city. 
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Subordinate main effort – Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts (Russian objective: Capture the 
entirety of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts, the claimed territory of Russia’s proxies in 
Donbas) 
 
Ukrainian forces continued to repel Russian assaults in Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts on April 2. The 
Ukrainian General Staff reported at 6:00 am local time on April 2 that Ukrainian forces repelled nine 
enemy attacks in the past 24 hours, destroying eight tanks, 44 armored vehicles, 16 unarmored vehicles, 
and 10 artillery systems.6 These numbers are far higher than the daily totals of destroyed Russian 
vehicles claimed by Ukrainian forces, which are typically less than ten per day. Ukrainian forces may 
have repelled significant Russian assaults in the last 24 hours and inflicted heavy casualties, but ISW 
cannot independently confirm these claims. Russian offensive operations in Luhansk Oblast are 
centered on Popasna and Rubizhne, and operations in Donetsk Oblast are concentrated on Marinka, 
though Russian forces reportedly launched unsuccessful attacks all along the line of contact in the past 
24 hours.7  
 
Ukrainian forces continue to successfully repel Russian assaults in Donbas. Russian forces will likely 
require an operational pause to reconstitute their existing forces in the region and integrate 
reinforcements currently redeploying from northern Ukraine to mount an effective offensive. However, 
we have seen no indication of a Russian operational pause on the Donbas axis, and they appear likely 
to further bleed their forces with ineffective daily attacks.  
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Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv and Izyum: (Russian objective: Advance southeast to 
support Russian operations in Luhansk Oblast, and fix Ukrainian forces around Kharkiv 
in place) 
 
Russian forces in Izyum conducted an operational pause on April 2 after successfully capturing the city 
on April 1. The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces regrouped and established a 
pontoon crossing in the past 24 hours in preparation for further offensive operations.8 The General 
Staff additionally reported that elements of the 4th Tank Division (likely withdrawn from the Sumy axis 
in the past week) were observed in Belgorod, Russia, and elements of the 106th Guards Airborne 
Division deployed to Pisky, northeast of Izyum.9 Russian forces will likely leverage these and other 
reinforcements to conduct offensive operations southeast from Izyum to link up with Russian forces in 
Donbas in the coming days. 
 
Russian forces continued to shell Kharkiv and its outskirts but did not conduct any ground attacks. 
Local Kharkiv and Ukrainian military authorities reported that Russian forces shelled Saltivka, 
Pyatykhaty, Derhachi, and Oleksyivka in the past 24 hours and conducted an Iskander-M missile strike 
on an unspecified Ukrainian position in Kharkiv Oblast on April 1.10  
 
Supporting Effort #2—Kyiv and Northeastern Ukraine: (Russian objective: Withdraw 
combat power in good order for redeployment to eastern Ukraine) 
 
Russia continued to withdraw combat elements from the northwestern Kyiv axis on April 2. The 
Ukrainian General Staff reported at midnight local time on April 1 that elements of the 5th, 29th, and 
35th Combined Arms Armies and the 155th Naval Infantry Brigade withdrew from positions northwest 
of Kyiv into Belarus for further redeployment.11 Elements of the 39th Motor Rifle Brigade (of the 35th 
Combined Arms Army) and the 5th Tank Brigade (of the 36th Combined Arms Army) are screening the 
withdrawal of other Russian units to Belarus.12  
 
Ukrainian forces likely made significant territorial gains on April 2 and undertook operations to secure 
previously Russian occupied territory. While Russian forces abandoned large amounts of military 
equipment in the withdrawal from Kyiv, they appear to have withdrawn a substantial portion of their 
(damaged) units on this front successfully.13 Russian forces withdrew in good enough order to mine 
abandoned positions and infrastructure to slow Ukrainian units, which conducted operations to clear 
settlements in the Bucha, Vyshhorod, and Brovary districts on April 2.14 Deputy Ukrainian Defense 
Minister Hanna Malyar stated at 10:15 pm local time on April 2 that Ukrainian citizens should refrain 
from returning to their homes and that Ukrainian forces sought to ”identify and destroy” remaining 
Russian forces in Kyiv Oblast throughout the day.15 
 
Russian forces east of Kyiv similarly withdrew into Belarus and Kursk Oblast, Russia, on April 2. The 
Ukrainian General Staff reported that elements of the 41st CAA continued to hold positions around 
Chernihiv city and screen withdrawing Russian forces.16 Ukrainian forces continued to pursue Russian 
forces in Chernihiv Oblast on April 2, capturing Horodnia, Sloboda, Shestovytsya, and Novyi Bykiv in 
the past 24 hours.17 Sumy regional authorities stated on April 2 that Russian forces in Konotop Rayon 
are maintaining a corridor through which equipment from Kyiv and Chernihiv is withdrawing to Russia, 
specifying that Russian forces are active in Bilopillya, Buryn, Putyvl, and Novoslobidske.18 The 
Ukrainian General Staff stated at noon local time on April 2 that elements of Russia’s 2nd CAA withdrew 
from Brovary to Russia’s Kursk Oblast, likely through this corridor.19 
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Supporting Effort #3—Southern axis: (Objective: Defend Kherson against Ukrainian 
counterattacks) 

 
The Ukrainian General Staff reported at noon local time on April 2 that Russian forces conducted 
limited attacks “to reach the administrative borders of Kherson Oblast,” though ISW cannot 
independently confirm the extent and focus of these attacks.20 Russian forces north of Kherson 
continued to shell Kryvyi Rih but did not conduct offensive operations toward the city.21 Ukraine’s 
National Resistance Center and local social media users additionally reported that Russian forces in 
Enenhodar forcefully dispersed a protest on April 2.22 Ukrainian protests and partisan actions in 
southern Ukraine continue to tie down Russian forces. 
 
The Ukrainian General Staff additionally reported on April 2 that Russian forces in Transnistria, the 
illegally Russian-occupied strip of Moldova bordering Ukraine, began preparations for a demonstration 
of combat readiness and possible combat in Ukraine.23 ISW cannot independently confirm this report, 
and Russian forces in Transnistria are highly unlikely to launch unsupported operations against Odesa. 
Russian forces may seek to fix Ukrainian forces in Odesa in place through the threat of an operation 
from Transnistria, but this remains a low risk.24 
 
Immediate items to watch  

• Russian forces will likely capture Mariupol or force the city to capitulate within the coming days; 

• Russian forces conducted an operational pause after capturing Izyum on April 1 and will likely 
leverage reinforcements redeployed from northern Ukraine to renew an offensive through 
Slovyansk to link up with Russian forces in Luhansk Oblast in the coming days; 

• Russian forces withdrawn from the Kyiv axis are unlikely to provide meaningful combat power 
in eastern Ukraine in the coming days.  

• Sustained Ukrainian counteroffensives northwest of Kyiv will likely push Russian forces out of 
Kyiv Oblast in the next 48 hours.  

 

 
 

1 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070. 
2 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070. 
3 https://twitter.com/MotolkoHelp/status/1509958745245237262; 
https://twitter.com/MotolkoHelp/status/1509946147682631682. 
4 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070; 
https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
5 https://topwar dot ru/194345-vo-vzjatom-pod-kontrol-zdanii-sbu-mariupolja-obnaruzhena-dokumentacija-s-agenturnymi-
dannymi.html; https://twitter.com/KremlinTrolls/status/1510180695607500802. 
6 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285911127055306. 
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https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
8 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
9 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
10 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070; https://t dot co/DRf8A4r04p; https://t dot 
me/synegubov/2788; https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
11 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
12 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
13 https://twitter.com/666_mancer/status/1510211839925358606?cxt=HHwWnMC45dfqrPUpAAAA; 
https://twitter.com/OSINTua/status/1510142062829703170;  
14 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070; https://hromadske dot ua/posts/obstril-zhitlovih-rajoniv-
harkova-ta-10-raket-po-dnipropetrovshini-situaciya-v-regionah-zranku-2-kvitnya; 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=919365395425375. 
15 https://www.facebook.com/ganna.maliar/posts/2124242781068086. 
16 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070; 
https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285748630404889. 
17 https://www.facebook.com/58OMPBr/posts/5038874609528112; 
https://www.facebook.com/kommander.nord/posts/2112423875605066; https://suspilne.media/224371-pidirvali-perepravu-i-pisli-
rosijski-okupanti-vijsli-z-gorodni/; https://twitter.com/Danspiun/status/1509930666108071940; 
https://twitter.com/Arslon_Xudosi/status/1509696135601995777; https://twitter.com/Danspiun/status/1509934994822766593;  
18 https://t.me/Zhyvytskyy/1489; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEpQo_JLDqI 
19 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070. 
20 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/286106820369070. 
21 https://t.me/chernigivskaODA/785; https://t dot me/stranaua/34381. 
22 https://sprotyv.mod.gov dot ua/2022/04/02/v-energodari-misczevi-meshkanczi-zirvaly-informaczijnu-speczoperacziyu-voroga/; 
https://twitter.com/666_mancer/status/1510200045945171974?cxt=HHwWjMC55Ze8p_UpAAAA; 
https://twitter.com/666_mancer/status/1510195531515060226?cxt=HHwWhICz1bS1pfUpAAAA ; https://t.me/stranaua/34372. 
23 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285911127055306. 
24 https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/285911127055306. 
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